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ABSTRACT

Layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly is one of the most ubiquitous coating techniques today. It also offers a pathway for multifunctional/multicomponent materials with molecular-scale control of stratified structures. However, technological applications of LBL are impeded by laborious and fluid-demanding nature of the process. While vertical organization of LBL films is natural for this technique, the control of lateral organization of the films is fairly difficult. Using the deposition of carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) and other nanoscale colloids, we introduce here a new approach to LBL based on dewetting phenomena, d-LBL. Its strengths include: (1) elimination of rinsing steps, (2) significant acceleration of the process, (3) improvement of lateral organization of LBL films, and (4) ability to produce nanostructured coatings from colloids when classical LBL fails. The generality of d-LBL can compete with traditional LBL and is demonstrated for cellulose nanowires, polyelectrolyte pairs, and semiconductor nanoparticles, metal oxides, and Au nanorods.

Layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly is a simple and versatile method for material design with nanometer scale control over internal architecture, especially for the direction perpendicular to the substrate.1-5 The technique has been already applied to a large variety of polymers and nanomaterials, such as polyelectrolytes, proteins, viruses, cells, nanoparticles, nanowires, nanotubes, etc., resulting in a palette of remarkable materials with stratified organization.1-5 By analyzing the potential directions for further development of LBL and materials made by it, we can point out three fundamental issues that represent the bottlenecks of this technology:

1. Adsorption of some LBL multilayers can be time-consuming. Researchers have been actively looking for methods to accelerate the LBL process and techniques such as spraying,6,7 spin-assisted LBL,8-11 “electrically driven” LBL,12 roll-to-roll process,13 and “exponential” growth14 had been discovered. However, acceleration of the buildup often comes at a price: some loss of structural control or universality.

2. In a typical LBL construct, each component must be adsorbed independently as a separate layer, followed by a rinsing step during which excess of the component is removed. Rinsing plays the key role in LBL assemblies because it results in precise nanoscale thickness control. However, the rinsing steps generate large amounts of waste, which is a deterrent for both practical applications, especially as a technique for nanomaterials production.

3. Besides the control of material organization in the direction perpendicular to the substrate, it is also important to provide means of structural control laterally to the substrate. This is particularly essential for LBL materials with “made-to-order” electrical, mechanical, and thermal transport properties that require organization of components in a scale of few nanometers.15-17

In this study, we want to suggest a potential resolution of these problems and a new approach to the LBL deposition.

In the past, we have shown that potential applications of LBL nanocomposites from axial structures such as single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs),18 multi-walled nanotubes (MWNTs),19 carbon fibers,20 semiconducting nanowires,21 and cellulose nanocrystals.22 LBL assemblies of the carbon nanotubes are especially attractive as a basic example of the need of further LBL development. The unique, and in many cases superior properties achieved with LBL of carbon nano-
tubes, the challenges of their production,\textsuperscript{18,19,23--29} as well as their prospects for novel electronic and structural materials determined the choice of the primary model system for this study. Here, we show that the LBL cycle can be drastically accelerated by eliminating the rinsing operations. Importantly, it can be done without sacrificing other attractive features of LBL multilayers, such as simplicity, universality, and stratification of the coatings. The LBL approach (d-LBL) described here takes advantage of the dewetting effect,\textsuperscript{30,31} which occurs at solid--liquid interfaces for which the contact angle is high. This was achieved by adding small amount of dimethylformamide (DMF) to both polyelectrolyte and SWNT dipping solutions (see Supporting Information for the theoretical background of DMF addition). d-LBL shortens time for the preparation of macro-scale films by \textasciitilde 30 times. It also produces quite unusual fishnet lateral morphology of the SWNT multilayers with fractal features, which resulted in improvement of the mechanical properties compared to all the previous reports.\textsuperscript{18} Additionally, unique combination of d-LBL forces acting at the triple air--solid--liquid interface enables efficient alignment of the adsorbed axial species. Furthermore, d-LBL enables successful deposition of the coatings from branched SnO\textsubscript{2} nanowires, which failed with conventional LBL. Because of the 3D nature of these wires, it opens interesting possibilities for materials design. We also demonstrate that d-LBL is quite general and can be applied to other LBL materials such as Au nanorods (NRs), cellulose nanowires, polyelectrolytes, and semiconducting CdTe nanoparticles (NPs). In the case of Au NRs, markedly different optical properties of d-LBL and regular LBL were obtained. So, overall, the d-LBL deposition can be an essential tool that can be useful to both accelerate and organize the multilayers for a wide array of nanoscale systems with optional lateral dewetting pattern capability.\textsuperscript{32,33}

**Results and Discussion.** Typical LBL assemblies consist of a series of four basic steps: (1) immersion of the substrate into solution of a polymer or other high molecular weight material, (2) rinsing to remove excess of the first component on a substrate, (3) immersion into a solution of a different
high molecular weight material, and (4) rinsing to remove excess of the second LBL component. The adsorption step of each component can take anywhere between few seconds to hours, while rinsing steps can take between few seconds and 10 min. These basic steps are then repeated as many times as necessary to reach a desired thickness of the film. Now let us consider the case when the LBL solutions are dewetted from the substrate surface. Such solutions are not supposed to leave an appreciable amount of fluid on the surface because this is not thermodynamically and kinetically favorable. If the cases of extreme wettability and hydrophobicity are avoided,34–36 rinsing steps can be completely eliminated and the LBL deposition in a cycle may be reduced to only two steps. The questions now is “Is it possible?” If yes, can one achieve the deposition of the multilayers in the cyclic manner similar to what we typically have in case of LBL? Are the properties of the produced material comparable to those made by conventional LBL?”

Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) dispersed in poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS),37 demonstrated LBL assembly with polyvinyl alcohol (PVA).37 The adsorption steps of nanotubes in our experience tend to require substantially longer time than that for a polymer. One can speculate that this is because of the lower charge density and/or greater rigidity of the carbon nanotube, which in turn, results in the sluggishness of molecular and nanoscale rearrangements necessary for the successful adsorption.38 To realize dewetting conditions, we added DMF to solutions of both SWNT–PSS and PVA. Advancing (wetting) contact angles and receding (dewetting) contact angles were measured for different DMF concentrations in PVA and PSS solutions (Figure 1). As DMF is added, wetting states of solutions over a surface dramatically change from stable to unstable which yields a substantial increase of receding contact angles (Figure 1). The latter are particularly important for dLBL from the perspective of removal of the excess of the solution, brought about by pinning of the droplets with low contact angles. Note the broad maximum in receding angle indicating existence of optimal DMF contents. Advancing contact angle is convenient for evaluation of attractive forces between the polymers in a solution and on the surface. It decreases as the attraction becomes stronger. So, the advancing contact angles between different polymers in solution and on substrate, i.e., pairs such as PVA (solution) + PSS (solid) or vice versa, are quite small regardless of DMF contents (Figure 1e,f), which is beneficial for LBL adsorption. Simultaneously, advancing angles between same polymers, i.e., pairs such as PVA (solution) + PVA (solid) and PSS (solution) + PSS (solid), are very high (Figure 1c,d). Altogether, it is consistent with the picture of intermolecular forces necessary for layer alternation in dLBL and demonstrates that the balanced increase of surface tension may be achieved in this system.

Now, let us demonstrate that dewetting (a) results in self-cleansing on the topmost LBL surface (Figure 2) and (b) does not prevent LBL growth. SWNTs are quite convenient for characterizing the efficiency of self-cleansing by dewetting because they provide distinct micro-/nanoscale topological features. So, the cyclic dLBL procedure was performed as described in the Experimental Section, alternating deposition and dewetting of a substrate with solutions of PVA and SWNT–PSS both in 10% DMF/water mixture. The total adsorption time of SWNTs was reduced from 10 min to 10 s. The surface morphology of dLBL films as observed by SEM (Figure 2) is very similar to that of conventional LBL. There are no big aggregates of the coagulated components that should have formed when considerable quantities of solutions were left on the substrate. Note, however, that there are microscopic islands generated by receding liquid39,40 (Figure 2d, SEM, marked by arrows). They are quite rare and fairly small; their overall effect on the film structure is limited mainly to adsorption curves (see below). No streaks or other large-scale nonuniformities produced by moving meniscus were observed (Figure 2g–l).

To examine efficiency of the dLBL technique, we compared the dLBL and conventional LBL side-by-side using UV–vis absorbance. The optical density trends in dLBL display generally larger increments and the overall trend has a pronounced upward swing, while conventional LBL displayed a typical linear growth (Figure 3 a). The curve characterizing the overall accumulation of the material in dLBL appears to be exponential, which further accelerated the growth in addition to the reduced number of steps. The linear absorbance trend was recovered when rinsing was reintroduced, for instance, during the stage of PVA adsorption (Figure 3b). Thickness trends of the two LBL assemblies, [PVA dewet/SWNT dewet] and [PVA rinse/SWNT rinse], were also compared by ellipsometry measurements (Figure 3a). Against expectations, the thickness increments in the ellipsometry results are clearly linear. A probable explanation of the discrepancies between exponential trend in UV–vis and linear trend in ellipsometry is that small nano- to microscale islands seen in SEM (Figure 2). They are likely to completely absorb light of a He–Ne laser or Xe lamp used in UV–vis spectrophotometer. Because ellipsometric measurements are based on reflected beam, the islands are not accounted for in ellipsometric thickness, which reflect mostly linear accumulations of the material in the dominant surfaces of the films. UV–vis data contain the contribution of the islands and display the cumulative accumulation of the material, and hence, with the upswing.

The efficiency of dLBL in comparison to conventional LBL can be calculated from processing time of the films and taking into account difference in growth increments. The comparison is done for the following two settings: (1) dLBL [PVA (10 s) dewet (30 s)/SWNT (10 s) dewet (30 s)] and (2) conventional LBL [PVA (10 min) + rinse (1 min)/SWNT (10 min) + rinse (1 min)]. For dLBL, the cycle length is ~80 s, while for conventional LBL, it is 1320 s. Because the ratio of slopes for the two optical density regressions (Figure 3a,b) is 1.81, dLBL is at least ~30 times more efficient as applied to SWNT than conventional LBL in time-wise comparison with similar film qualities when considered total dewetted finished within much less than 30 s.

Interestingly enough, when one simply repeats the dewetting adsorption step with the same solution without
intermediate adsorption of the other component, for instance, a series of SWNT dewetting adsorption, a greater amount of this component is accumulated on the surface (Figure 3b). The UV–vis data can also be confirmed by AFM (Figure 3c–e). This result is quite useful when one needs to increase the relative content of one of the components. In the case of SWNTs, it can be used to control the nanotube loading without increasing their linear charge density, which is always connected to the greater damage of the conjugated π-orbital system or thicker polymer coating around the graphene stem.41

As one can notice, adsorption steps take substantially less time in d-LBL. High-density layers can be obtained substantially more quickly than in conventional LBL. The slope of the material accumulation curves even in linear representation is also greater (Figure 3). Elimination of rinsing steps, and thus, the inevitable desorption of a portion of adsorbed layer, is a simple but probably an incomplete answer here because the material accumulation curves have higher slopes even when one rinsing step is used. Additionally, the time of each d-LBL cycle for SWNT is so much shorter that it must be included in consideration. Within the limit of existing knowledge of transfer during dewetting, this observation can be explained by acceleration of the mass transport due to vigorous convection flows in the vicinity of the interface during the dewetting movements. Furthermore, metastable adsorbed components are readily stabilized by instant exposure to air after dewetting. Overall, dewetting eliminates the bottleneck of diffusion limiting kinetics, which is a source of process acceleration in spray deposition,6,7 spin-LBL,8–11 and electro-LBL.12 Therefore, the synergic combination of flow-induced material transport and instant adsorption stabilization dramatically facilitated the adsorption reactions but without any external devices.

The d-LBL was further applied to fabrication of a free-standing SWNT–polymer composite film. The 300-layered d-LBL assemblies, [PVA dewet + rinse/SWNT dewet]100, resulted in about ~2 μm thick film (Figure 4) and displayed 229 ± 36 MPa in tensile strength and 0.08 ± 0.014 in strain. These mechanical properties are substantially better than those of SWNT-based composite films constructed by conventional LBL assembly in several previous studies,18,19 which indicates that the dewetting process can not only accelerate the LBL procedure but also produce better materials.

When SWNTs are adsorbed on a PVA layer, d-LBL gives an unusual 2D film morphology of the films, which can be

Figure 2. Comparative evaluation of basic properties of films made by dewetting and classical LBL. SEM images with different magnification of (a–c) conventional LBL ([PVA (10 min) rinse/SWNT (10 min) rinse]ₙ, (d–f) d-LBL ([PVA (10 s) dewet/SWNT (10 s) dewet]ₙ. The arrows in (d) indicate typical islands caused by dewetting instability. (g,h) Optical appearances of d-LBL coated films, ([PVA (10 s) dewet/SWNT (10 s) dewet]ₙ. (g) n = 2 and (h) n = 3. (i) [PVA (10 s) dewet + rinse/SWNT (10 s) dewet]₀. (j) [PVA (10 min) rinse/SWNT (10 min) rinse]₀. For all the images, the very top layer was SWNTs.
described as the network structures\textsuperscript{42} (Figure 5). The fractal networks can be exceptionally interesting for charge transport and mechanical properties (Figure 4). Their extensive interconnectivity is essential in many nanotube applications such as fuel cell membranes and flexible electronics.\textsuperscript{48} The fractal patterns emerge because of the dewetting movements of a three-phase meniscus. They originate from the two different sets of forces exerting on SWNTs: the dewetting forces that trigger the unsteady and unstable movement of fluid along adsorbed SWNTs, and the hydrodynamic forces caused by microflows close to the substrate surface. The actual pattern is a result of SWNT adsorption during the movements combined with restructuring the film\textsuperscript{39,40,43} by surface tension at the triple interface.

The dynamics of dewetting can also be used to affect a different lateral organization. When one induces a unidirectional movement of the pool of 0.5\% PSS/0.05\% SWNT on the surface of the substrate by a gentle stream of air or simply by the effect of gravity, SWNT fibers show tendency to align as in previous study.\textsuperscript{37} In this way, we increase the hydrodynamic component, which dominates the other forces. Alignments of nanotubes and other axial structures are quite important for a variety of functional properties of the nanostructured materials that include mechanical properties, charge transport, and thermal conductance. We want to point out that the concentration, receding/advancing contact angles, and the speed of the fluid movement in these systems are the key structural factors determining the lateral organization.
of another standard building block, such nanoparticles, d-LBL of [PEI dewet/CdTe dewet], multilayers, displayed low-level exponential rise in UV−vis absorbance. These observations are consistent with those for SWNTs. Overall, the key LBL characteristics, such as complete surface coverage and molecularly fine structural controls, can be attributed to d-LBL as much as to the classical LBL.

Au nanorods (NRs) represent another fundamental building block in nanostructured thin films. Multilayers of Au NRs can also be easily made by d-LBL (Figure 6i−k). Importantly, d-LBL multilayer Au NRs display a qualitative distinction compared to the classical LBL. Greater efficiency of deposition results in denser layers with very strong mutual coupling of electronic oscillations in Au NRs absent in similar films made by classical LBL. Coupling of optical resonances in Au NRs is considered to be a prerequisite for engineering of materials with negative refractive index.

Another interesting example of d-LBL is the assembly of 20−50 nm SnO 2 nanowires that have 3-dimensional branched shapes with “thorns” of 1−2 μm in length (Figure 6g−h). These SnO 2 nanowires cannot be assembled by conventional LBL at all because of (1) limited surface charge (5mV) and (2) unfavorably small contact area to the adsorption surface due to branching. Oppositely, d-LBL produces films with stable growth with uniform adsorption increment from one cycle to the next.

**Conclusion.** A new LBL approach based on dewetting phenomena was introduced in this paper. It is efficient, economical, and fast. The scientific and engineering novelty also includes simplification of the procedure, decreased amounts of waste, and realization of the deposition for species when normal LBL fails (Figure 6g−k). It can also be used for creation of unique adsorption topographies, including fractal networks and aligned fibers. The experiments demonstrate that it is expected to be applicable to most existing LBL assembly systems and can potentially lead to nanostructured thin films with improved structural characteristics, mechanical, electrical, and optical properties.

**Experimental Section. Preparation of LBL Solutions.** The stable dispersion of SWNTs (Carbon Nanotechnologies, Inc.) with PSS (Sigma-Aldrich, MW 1 000 000) was prepared in an ultrasonic bath (VWR model 150HT) for 2 days. In a SWNT dispersion solution, PSS was varied from 0.5% to 2%, and SWNT concentration was adjusted to ~0.05% (= 0.5 mg/mL). PVA (Sigma-Aldrich, MW 70 000), PDDA (Sigma-Aldrich, MW 400 000), PEI (Sigma-Aldrich, MW 25 000), and PSS solutions were prepared with 0.5%, 1%, 2%, respectively. Preparation of CdTe semiconducting nanoparticles followed our previous article.55−47 The SnO 2 nanowires were provided by Prof. Wei Lu.

**Film Characterization.** The contact angle measurements were performed on a polymer-coated surface that was prepared by LBL assembly technique. We dropped 20 μL PVA and PSS solutions to measure advancing contact angles and sucked back a few μL again to observe dewetting contact angles on a PVA and PSS surface, respectively. We repeated those measurements by varying contents of DMF in solutions.

**Figure 5.** Lateral patterns by d-LBL. AFM images of (a) 1 bilayer and (b) 2 bilayers of [PVA rinse/SWNTs dewet] by dewetting forces dominating LBL mode, (c) 1 bilayer and (d) 2 bilayers of [PVA rinse/SWNT dewet] by hydrodynamic force controlled dewetting mode, and (e) 1 bilayer of [PVA rinse/cellulose NWs dewet] by dewetting forces dominating LBL mode and (f) 1 bilayer of [PVA rinse/cellulose NWs dewet] by hydrodynamic force controlled dewetting mode.
The d-LBL samples for imaging were prepared on both Si substrates and glass slides depending on the measurement requirements. For d-LBL (polymer dewet), a glass slide was dipped in the polymer solution for 10 s and cleansed as dewetting modes. The last drops on the edges were removed by approaching Kimwipes. Normally, dewetting mode cleansing took less than 30 s, although these varied by contents of DMF, temperature and so on. All the conventional LBL or (polymer rinse) samples were done with 10 min dipping followed by rinsing in clean water for 1 min.

UV-vis spectroscopy (Agilent 8453) was performed on the samples of a glass slide. SEM (FEI, Nova Nanolab Dualbeam FIB and scanning electron microscope) and AFM (Digital Instruments, Nanoscope 3a) were used to observe the samples prepared on a Si substrate. The ellipsometry (J. A. Woollam M-44) measurements were collected three times with varying measurement directions of the samples on a Si substrate and then the values were averaged. To determine the thickness increment trend is linear, not exponential as in the Figure 3a, the \( R^2 \) values were calculated to be 0.9819 for linear and 0.9036 for exponential regressions.

Adsorption morphology patterning experiments were performed in varying the position of a substrate during dewetting movements or blowing mild air. In dewetting force dominating pattern experiments, the substrate was held in a horizontal plane (Figure 5a,b). Alignments of SWNTs were performed by holding the substrate in vertical position to use the gravity force to speed up dewetting movements (Figure 5c,d), and alignments of cellulose NW were done by using mild air blow to guide dewetting lines (Figure 5f).

Mechanical stretching test results of the 300 layered d-LBL film were obtained by testing three times (100Q model, TestResources Inc.) after the film was peeled off from the glass substrate by dipping in 1% HF solution.

For the demonstration of generalized d-LBL assemblies, i.e., [PDDA dewet/PSS dewet] and [PEI dewet/CdTe dewet], 0.5% polymer solutions were used and 10% DMF were added. d-LBL procedures are following: 10 s dipping and less than 30 s of self-cleansing by dewetting in each component adsorption. [SnO\(_2\) nano-object dewet/PDDA/PAA]\(_n\) were done by 10 s dipping followed by dewetting of the SnO\(_2\) dispersion in 50% DMF.
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